Chaotic synchronization and evolution of optical phase in a bidirectional solid-state ring laser.
We present results on experimental and theoretical studies of chaos in a solid-state ring laser with periodic pump modulation. We show that the synchronized chaos in the counter-propagating waves is observed for the values of pump modulation frequency fp satisfying the inequality f1 < fp < f2. The boundaries of this region, f1 and f2, depend on the pump-modulation depth. Inside the region of synchronized chaos we study not only dynamics of amplitudes of the counter-propagating waves but also the optical phases of them by mixing the fields of the counter-propagating waves and recording the intensity of the mixed signal. We demonstrate experimentally that in the regime of synchronized chaos the regular phase jumps appear during intervals between adjacent chaotic pulses. We improve the standard semi-classical model of a SSRL and consider an effect of spontaneous emission noise on the temporal evolution of intensities and phase dynamics in the regime of synchronized chaos. It is shown that at the parameters of the experimentally studied laser the noise strongly affects the temporal dependence of amplitudes of the counter-propagating waves.